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FOREWORD 

This report contains a history and some technical 

details of the deTelopment of our first two-dimensional, 

coincident-current, magnetic-core memory for binary digital 

computer use. 

The work described herein receiyed its impetus from 

tke research of two iienj Jay I. Forrester, who proposed tke 

coincident-current selection scheme, and William N. Papian, 

wko systematized the pulse-testing of magnetic cores and con

structed an experimental A-ceU. memory. 

Signed 
Bernard Widrowitz 

Approved 

L 
iii 
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ABSTRACT 

A 16 x 16 memory array of small molybdenum 

permalloy cores has been assembled and tested orer a 

period of some montks. Fairly reliable operation de

spite a rather wide dispersion of cor© characteristics 

is &nor.ura?in̂ . 

IT 
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I - INTRODUCTION 

A. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

The operation of a coincident-current, magnetic-core 

memory depends fundamentally upon the "bi-stuble" properties of 

2 

the cores and the mechanism of coincident-current selection. • 

Ferromagnetic toroids having rectangular hysteresis 

loops can be magnetized in either of two directions, arbitrarily 

railed "zero" and "one"* A magnetized core is a "permanent" 

aagnet whose rectangular hysteresis properties allow it to be 

switched to its alternate state of flux retention only when it 

is excited by a magnetomotive force greater than or equal to its 

"coercive" force. 

1. Coincident-Current Selection 

If a core is excited by two windings, X and T, the cur

rents ir each may be made small enough so that they individually 

provide less excitation than the "coercive" force. They may be 

L ide large enough, however, BO that when applied coincidental."'^ 

>d3 time, the BUS. of their magnitudes is greater than the "coercive" 

force and switc'< .ng is possible. 

Vany similar ceres containing two windings may be ar-

raxifsd in a two-dimensional matrix whera groups of Z windings are 

coinecteJ In series and groups of I windings are also connected in 

series. A combination of a certain Z line and a certain I line 

2. Superscripts refer to similarly numbered entries in the 

bibliogreohy. 
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identifies a core of the matrix. Thus, a single selected 

core in the two-dimensional system may be switched when cur

rents are applied coincidentally to corresponding Z and T 

lines in such directions that the two components of magneto-

active force add algebraically to cause the desired operation. 

This method is not restricted to two-dimensional memories, and 

•ay be generalized for n-dimensions. * 

2. Disturbances 

In the two-dimensional system described above, cores 

on I and I lines common to the selected core are "disturbed" 

by the half-amplitude excitations if these happen to be in di

rections to cause switching. Disturbances reduce the amplitude 

of residual flux in a core. This flux reaches a steady-state 

value (usually 20$ or 30% less than that of a freshly switched 

core) after many disturbances. As long as the non-selected core 

has a disturbing excitation which is not greater than its "coer

cive" force, this condition appears, rather than a relaxation 

toward the zero flux level. 

The cores used in this memory were not bi-stable in 

a strict sense. That they were able to retain most of their 

residual flux in the face of disturbance is all that is to be 

implied by the expression "bi-stable". It is believed that 

ideal cores with perfectly rectangular hysteresis loops would 

actually be bi-stable. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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3. Current-Selection Ratip 

The larger the magnitude of the excitation delivered 

to the selected core, the faster that core switches; however, 

the greater are the disturbances, and the narrower will be th« 

current margins for reliable use. It is desirable to switch the 

selected core rapidly because switching time is the most signifi

cant part of total time required to "read" or "write" at a given 

address (core). 

In designing a coincident-current memory, one always 

wishes to impart the most excitation with the least disturbances. 

The ratio of the excitation of the selected core to the greatest 

disturbing magnitude is called the selection ratio. 

The selection ratio is a function of the configuration 

and connections of the driving lines of the memory. It has a 

value of 2 for the two-dimensional system described above. If 

the total (l+Y) excitation of the selected core is called I t 
•• 

the disturbing excitations are £l in magnitude. Another two-

dimensional system may be obtained by placing a Z winding on each 

oore in addition to the Z and I. All of these Z windings must 

be in series. The selected X and I lines then draw 2/3 I t while 

-l/3 I is applied to the Z line. The selected core receives I . 

and the disturbing excitations are either plus or minus l/3 I 

m 

depending on whether or not the disturbed core is on a selected X 

or I line. The selection ratio is therefore 3, the "best possible" 

two-dimensional current-selection ratio. * 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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4.0 Sensing (Read^out) 

As we have seen, it is possible to set any core in 

the two-dimensional system in either direction (i. e., to write 

a "zero" or a "one"). To read out the information stored, we 

have only to write a "zero" into the selected core. If a 

"zero" is already stored, no switching occurs; if a "one" is 

stored, switching takes place, A sensing winding, threaded 

through every core in the system, is able to pick up an induced 

voltage if any core switches, so that it is possible to deter

mine the state of the selected core prior to the reading opera

tion, 

Reading is destructive and clears the memory core. 

If it is necessary to retain the information in a core for fur

ther reading, provision must be made for re-writing after each 

read-out, 

B. WINDINGS AND CORES 

At the outset. It was decided that the cores were to 

have straight-line, single-turn windings, driven by vacuum tubes. 

The sensing winding was also to be single-turn. 

The cores to be used were made of molybdenum permalloy, 

l/4 nil thick tape, l/8" wide, wound 5 wraps deep on a ceramic 

bobbin so that the diameter of the path of the metal is 3/l6". 

These cores were fabricated by Magnetics, Inc. The d-c saturation 

hystere«* s loop for a core of this type of material is shown in 

Figure L 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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II - CORE TESTING 

Considerable variation in properties was found So 

exist among the cores. Since these cores would be excited by 

common driving lines in a coincident-current memory, and would 

have their flux paths linking a single sensing or pickup wind

ing, it was quite important to select those cores whose charac

teristics clustered as closely as possible. 

Standards of comparison were established to check 

each core for switching speed and voltage generated in a single 

turn, when switched under an excitation of I . The single-core 

pulse tester (described in reference 4.) was used exclusively in 

the acceptance testing. The waveforms of the voltages induced 

by the cores when driven by identical currents on the pulse 

tester allow grading with respect to the above characteristics. 

From the 500 cores available, 256 cores were to be selected. It 

was desirable to maintain a history of each core. To facilitate 

this, the cores were color coded. 

After testing 50 of the cores, W„ Papian selected two 

cores, numbers 1 and 9, as standards whose properties would most 

likely bound those of the final 256, 

The single-core pulse tester was set to simulate memory 

operation with a 2-to-l selection ratio in current. Driving cur

rents were optimized (when averaged over cores 1 and 9, best 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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combination of one-to-zero amplitude ratio, switching speed, 

and ability to witnstan< non-selecting disturbances). The wave

forms of cores 1 and 9 were grease-penciled on the scope face, 

and the regions were labeled as shown in Figure 2, 

The following production testing procedure was in

itiated: a jig was made that could accommodate a string of 10 

cores in addition to the standards 1 and 9. This jig was plugged 

into the single-core pulse tester (Figure 3). A small pickup loop 

%A* t>reac?ad through a core and clipped onto the scope input. The 

scope and pulse tester were checked with each group of 10 cores by 

comparisons of the outputs of cores 1 and 9 against the grease-

pencil curres on the scope, 1 single quantity could describe a core 

for acceptance consideration. As found by experiment, all cores 

having the same amplitude of voltage output per turn at some time 

after being excited (see vertical grease-pencil lines on Figure 2) 

were fairly similar with respect to their other critical properties. 

The results of the pulse test are given in Figure U, The 

distribution was not smooth because the widths of the grading regions 

were not identical* Also the positions of the grading boundaries 

were judged visually. The largest ratio of switching outputs of any 

two rccepted cores was about 1,6 to 1, 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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III - DESIGN OF THE }£ x. 2& ARRAY 

After 256 cores were selected, the next step was 

to design and build the memory array. An array is a mesh of 

driving lines arranged so that it provides a supporting matrix 

for the memory cores. 

The array was designed to have 16 X addresses, 16 I 

addresses, and one Z address. The driving-current sources were 

able to draw current only in a single direction; and, because it 

was necessary to provide for core driving in both directions, two 

sets of Z, T, and Z lines were planned. A sensing winding was to 

be threaded through every core in the array in addition to the 

above; thus, a total of seven lines were concurrent at each core. 

A U x U model of the wiring is shown in Figure 5. The 

I and I coordinates were chosen arbitrarily. Current flowing from 

left to right was called "read", or "write 0", while current from 

right to left was called "write 1". 

There were two reasons for a diamond rather than a square 

matrix. First, the ratio of inside diameter to length of bore of a 

core was such that it was impossible to pass two straight mutually 

perpendicular lines through it. Second, the diamond shape allowed 

short lead connections to the X drivers above and the I drivers 

below the array. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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The sensing winding was drawn through every other 

core (a long any I or X l ine) in the sane direct ion. This wag 

quite d i f ferent from the Z-dimension "write 1" l i n e , which goes 

through every core from lef t to r i gh t in the posi t ive sense. 

The sensing winding and only one Z-dimension winding are shown 

for c l a r i t y and contras t . The sensing winding was designed so 

that read-out pulses from non-selected cores (noise) would can

cel, A discussion of t h i s effect in a 4-core memory may be found 

in Engineering Bote E-4.O6, A consequence of the weaving of the 

sensing winding is t ha t the sensing amplifier had to be made t o 

operate on positive-going and negative-going memory output pulses 

without discrimination. 

The array was bu i l t on a piece of phenolic board to f i t 

a standard 19" rack; a photograph i s shown in Figure 6. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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IV - ADDRESS SELECTOR, DRIVERS, SENSING AMPLIFIER, 

..AJjD ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS 

Two types of electronic units were used in the opera

tion of the 16 x 16 memory: special "breadboard" panels, and 

standard II. I. T. and Burroughs pulse test equipment. 

The pieces of standard test equipment may be thought of 

as logical "black boxes" that trigger the "breadboard" units by 

supplying pulses and gates in certain time sequences and are dis

cussed in Chapter V, BLOCK DIAGRAMS. 

The "breadboard" panels, which include the Tacuum-tube 

line drirers, the flip-flop address selectors and associated 

crystal matrices, and the sensing amplifier, actually perform 

the work of running the memory. Because these units are peculiar 

to an *>1Pctronically driren magnetic-core memory, they are of 

interest and will be discussed. 

A. ADDRESS SELECTION AND DISPLAY SCOPE 

The problem cf address selection in a 16 x 16 memory 

is that of current-pulsing one I line of 16 and one T line of 16. 

The problem was solred by energizing the driring tmbes in tandum 

and biasing off the non-selected ones. 

In computer use, a binary address would be pulsed into 

the memory before a "read" or "write" order. The address would 

be stored in the X and I flip-flop address selectors at least 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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unt i l the subsequently ordered operation* were completed. These 

f l ip-f lops supply the biasing information by operating the Z and 

T crystal matrices, whose output lines are connected to the con

trol grids of the line-driving tubes. 

The address f l ip-f lops used were the 6X6 type (Fig, 7)'. 

Each of the two banks of U (X and X) was designed to work di

rectly into a 16-position crystal matrix (Fig, 8) which was ac

tually part of the plate loads of the f l ip-f lops , A crystal matrix 

input line presented 630 ohms to ground to the corresponding f l ip-

flop plate circuit . The selected output bias line of each coor

dinate was at ground potential; a l l other matrix outputs were 30 

volts below ground, 

A simple systematic way of indexing addresses was used 

in testing the memory. The I and I address flip-flops were con

nected to count. The I set counted one for every pulse of a clock, 

while the X end carry was used to trigger the count input of the 

I f l ip-f lop bank. Thus the cores in the array could be repeatedly 

"scanned" in the manner of a conventional television system. 

Decoders were attached to each flip-flop se t , so that X and X 

analog voltages were available which were proportional to the 

binary numbers stored in the X address f l ip- f lops and X address 

f l ip-f lops respectively. These voltages were applied to the 

horizontal and vertical inputs of a display oscilloscope. Because 

the address f l ip-flops remain in a steady-state during the "read 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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and •write 1" operations, time in available to itensify the dis

play scope if a ONE is read out of a given core0 Every address 

in the array has a corresponding position on the display scope 

so it is possible to display the information content of the mem

ory as a set of blanks and bright spots as long as the array is 

scanned rapidly enough to prevent flicker. 

B. DRIVERS 

The drivers, or the current sources which energize the 

arrayt may be divided into two symmetric groupss those used to 

"write 0" or "read" and those used to 'write 1"„ Each of these 

groups contains a set of 16 X drivers, 16 I drivers, and one Z 

driver. The circuit used (Fig. 9) was designed by Kenneth Olsen. 

Each set of drivers. the "I-read" drivers for example, 

consisted of a group of cathode followers (5687's) all having a 

common cathode resistor returned to -150 volts,, The control grids 

were connected to the I-crystal matrix aTs mentioned above. Each 

plate was connected to its proper I-read driving line on the array, 

thence to +250 volts. The fact that all the cathodes were con

nected together allowed the cathode bias developed by the conduct

ing tube to help the crystal matrix cut off the non- selected driv

ers. Normally, the cathodes0 potential, held up by a 6AS7, al

lowed no current to flow in any of the driving lines, including the 

selected line. When it was desirable to apply a pulse of current, 

the proper 6AS7 was cut off and the selected driver then drew cur

rent. The 6A37ss associated electronics were mounted on separate 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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panels called "switch panels" (Fig„ 10), These panels, "I, I, 

Z read", and "X, I, Z write 1" were responsible for switching 

on the selected drivers at the proper tines. They, in turn, were 

controlled by the gate outputs of gate and delay units, 

C. SENSING AMPLIFIER 

The last "breadboard" panel to be considered is the 

sensing amplifier,, This device was designed to produce 50-volt, 

positive-going gates from the positive and negative* input gates 

with amplitudes ranging from 5 to 35 millivolts induced in the 

sensing winding by the selected core. The output of this unit 

was to be used to control the suppressor grid of a gate tube. The 

input signals had rise and fall times that ranged from -$- micro

second to 3 microseconds and lasted from 5 microseconds to 15 

microseconds. The PRF could be random. 

A schematic of the sensing amplifier is shown in Fig. 11. 

It consists of 3 stages of a-c coupled linear amplification; a phase 

inverter, and two cathode followers providing output across a common 

cathode resistor. 

The first 3 linear stages had a maximum gain well over 

15,000. The remainder of the amplifier had a gain of about 0,8, The 

cathode followers in the output stage were biased almost to cutoff, 

and the grids were fed signals 180 apart from the preceding phase 

* Refer to Chapter II for a description of the sensing winding. 
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inverter. When either grid went positive, the corresponding tube 

conducted as the other was cut off. Therefore, the output was always 

a low-impedance, positive-going signal proportional to the absolute 

value of the input0 

The lower level of the output was clamped to a variable 

bias supply. Since discrimination between ZEROS and ONES was to be 

made on an amplitude basis in a gate tube, it was necessary to adjust 

this bias so that the ZEROS were below the threshold when the ONES 

were well above this threshold. The size of discrimination was deter

mined by the incidence of the scanning pulse (0.1 microseconds) applied 

to the control grid of the gate tube. This function will be discussed 

further in Chapter V. 

D. PHOTOGRAPHS OF BREADBOARDS 

Fig. 12 shows the X-read and write 1 drivers and the array 

of cores. Fig. 13 shows the reverse side of the array and the X drivers. 

(Note coax cable leading from sensing winding to sensing amplifier.) 

Fig. 14 shows the entire system. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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V - BLOCK DIAGRAMS 

To simulate memory action, a logical system was set 

up tot approach a core and ask if it contains a "zero" or a 

"one". If it contains a "zero", leare it alone. If it contains 

a "one", re-write that "one" (it was destroyed by the asking). 

Go to the next core and repeat these operations, A block diagram 

of this system, utilizing standard test equipment units, may be 

seen in Fig. 15, The gate and delay units are adjusted to follow 

the timing diagram of Fig, 15, The clock pulse initiates the "read" 

gate by triggering gate and delay (G&D)#1 and clears a one-bit buf

fer storage flip-flop #1, During that gate, G&D #3 pulses the con

trol grid of Gate Tube (GT) #2, the sensing gate tube. The buffer 

storage is either set or remains on "zero" after the sense pulse, 

This depends on whether the sensing amplifier has a large signal 

(ONE being read out of the selected core) or a small brief signal 

(ZERO being read out of the selected core, the selection being deter

mined by the address that the X and T flip-flops happen to be set on 

at the time). At the end of the read gate, G&D #1 pulses GT #1. 

A pulse is emitted by GT #1 to trigger G&D #2 (initiate the write 1 

gate) only if buffer storage was on the "one" position (i.e., only 

if a ONE was read out of the selected core). Time is allowed for the 

complete read, re-write cycle before G&D #U sends out a count pulse 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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(address trigger) to set the X and I address flip-flops to 

the next address. This is done before the next clock pulse, so 

that the driver grid biasing potentials will be applied for the 

next reading, re-writing operation, 

A. THE BASIC BLOCK DIAGRAM 

The basic test system of the magnetic memory showing 

connections of drivers and address selectors may be seen in Fig. 16. 

Included is a gate and delay unit between G&D #1 and GT #1, This 

unit allows adjustment of the interval between the snd of the read 

gate and the beginning of the write 1 gate. The master clock is a 

P5 synchroscope. Its pulse output must be standardized before it 

can be used to trigger the coder. This arrangement allows the array 

to be scanned at a ^.-kilocycle PRF and avoids synchronization prob

lems. When it was desired to run the array at a higher speed, a 

multivibrator pulse generator was used to trigger the coder. 

The array was able to store random patterns of informa

tion (as presented on the display scope) that were stationary in 

time as scanning took place. The next section contains some special 

circuits that were added to the system in order to facilitate pat

tern writing and to allow more rigorous testing. 

B. SPECIAL CIRCUITS 

1. Light Gua 

The light gun is a device for "shooting out" spots on 

the display scope. It simplifies the "writing" of arbitrary pat

terns by inserting "zeros" into a full array of "ones". Fig, 17 

shows the light gun in operation. 
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The gun, a slender photocell built into a cable, is 

connected to a linear a-c amplifier which is able to actuate a 

gas tube pulse generator (Fig. 18). If the gun is placed oyer a 

bright spot on the display scope corresponding to a "one" stored 

in a core, it is able to give out a pulse about 15 microseconds 

after that spot is intensified. This pulse may clear buffer stor

age (FF #1, Figure 19) and prerent writing a "one" in the given 

core if the delay between the end of the read gate and beginning 

of write 1 gate (G&D #5, Fig. 19) is made greater than 15 micro

seconds. Once a "zero" is written in the core ("on* was not re

written), the "zero" remains. That spot is no longer intensified. 

Fig. 19 shows the block diagram of the light gun, the 

display scope, and associated equipment. 

2. Moving Patterns 

It is more difficult for a memory to hold a moving pat

tern than a fixed one. For the former, it is necessary that 

each core be able to remember both "zeros" and "ones". Addresses 

are scanned in the same manner, and the whole pattern is shifted 

one dot to the left for each raster scanned. This is done by 

writing into a core what was read out of the previously operated-

upon core. Two buffer flip-flops are now necessary; one to hold 

the latest information read out, the other to hold the next-to-

latest information (see Fig. 20). 
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Flip-flop #1 is connected as before, and may be 

switched in to provide stationary patterns by connecting its "l" 

output to GT #1. FF #1 is cleared upon incidence of the clock 

pulse, remains cleared until the time of the sensing pulse, then 

is either in tke n0 w or "1" position (depending on whether the 

core contained a "0" or a "1") until cleared by the next clock pmlse. 

During that time, the address FF's were set up on the next address. 

FF #2 is coupled to FF #1 through GT's #3 and #4. These gate tubes 

are pulsed at the time when the address FF's are triggered to the 

next address. This is done for convenience, to save a delay unit, 

and sets FF §2 to the number contained in FF #1. This number re

mains in FF #2 all the while the X and T flip-flops are on the next 

address. Hence, if FF #2 is allowed to control GT #1, it becomes 

possible to write into a core the state of information of the core 

before. The display scope is connected as before, so that it al

ways shows what was just read out. In the moving pattern mode, the 

pattern on the display scope "moves" because it is shifted one spot 

to the left each raster. 

3. Ski£ Circuit 

In a 16 x 16 array where the cores experience TV scanning, 

the maximum number of times that a given core may be disturbed be

fore its information is refreshed is 2 (n-l) - 30, where n is the 

number of cores along a linear dimension. In order to allow an in

definite number of disturbances before a core is read, prorision was 

made to skip this core during the normal, scanning cycle. The array 
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could then be left running for hours, and the skipped core would 

be disturbed millions of times before its information was rewritten. 

The circuit used is shown in Fig, 21, Clip leads con

nected to the suppressor grids of GT #5 and GT #6 are attached to 

outputs of the X and I crystal matrices corresponding to the X and 

T lines of the core to be skipped. A pulse delayed 1 microsecond 

relatiye to the regular address trigger will get through the gate 

tubes and trigger the address flip-flops to the next address only 

when the selected matrix outputs are those to which the clip leads 

are tied. The timing diagram (Fig, 2l) shows how the double trigger 

is able to cause a skip and hare the address flip-flops set up be

fore the next read gate is begun. 

U, Flip-Flop and Delay-Line Generators 

Gate and delay units were used as the read and write-1 

gate generators in the block diagrams shown thus far. They pro-

rided lP-vo\t gate inputs to the switch panels, allowed wide range 

adjustment of gate widths, and made operation simple. Their chief 

shortcoming, howerer, was their inability to maintain constancy of 

gate width during line transients. This was not serious until the 

array was run at high speed with a 3-to«-l selection ratio. Here, 

current gate widths were reduced to a minimum. Any jitter in the 

gate and delay units caused error. In order to allow high speed 

operation, it became necessary to use more reliable gate generators. 
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A system was made of delay lines, flip-flops, buffer 

gate amplifiers, and pulse standard!zers. A functional schematic 

of this system is shown in Fig. 22. When in usj, it replaces the 

fundamental circuit of Fig. 15. 

A time base is established by the delay lines and delay 

line panels. Each clock pulse yields a read gate, a sensing pulse, 

and an address trigger which is delayed long enough to allow for a 

write 1 if called for. GT #7 controls the initiation of the write 1 

gate. The gate tube in turn is controlled by bugger storage FF #1 

or FF #2 giving stationary or moving patterns. 

3. Complete Block Diagram 

Fig. 23 is a complete functional schematic of the metal

lic array as of July 1952. This diagram includes all of the in

formation given in previously cited block diagrams. 
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VI - OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

The earliest testing was done by connecting one I and 

one I driver to the array by clip leads. This allowed manual ad

dress selectionf and was done before the flip-flop address select

ors were set up. 

Wken the I-address-selecting flip-flops and crystal ma

trix were de-bugged, a "16 x 1" array was run. Later, the X-address-

selectors were able to be used, and full 16 x 16 operation took place. 

The magnitude of driving currents used for the l x l opera

tion was too large for coincident-current selection. 16 x 1 operation 

was possible only when these were reduced to the extent that non-

selecting current disturbances were tolerable. When 16 x 16 operation 

was desired, it was necessary to increase the negative bias and the 

swing of the sensing panel output. Deviations in the outputs of the 

256 cores were greater than was the case with only 16 cores being 

sensed, and this required a more careful adjustment of the sensing panel. 

The preceding work was done with the block diagram of Pig. 16, 

using a 2-to-l selection ratio. From there on, more logical equipment 

was added until the system represented in Pig. 23 was built up and 

operated. The next section contains some quantitative and qualitative 

operating characteristics that were derived during the first six months' 

ran. 

r 
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A . DRIVING-CURRENT WAVEFORMS 

It is possible to look at waveforms of driving cur

rents in the X and T memory lines by observing the voltages 

developed across the 33-0-damping resistors in series with each 

line. Tne current drivers are nearly ideal current sources 

(Figs. 9 and 10), so that the back voltages of the memory lines 

(approximately -Jvolt peak on Z and Y, 10 volts peak on Z) have 

negligible effects upon the current waveforms, 

B . OUTPUT WAVEFORMS OF SENSING AMPLIFIER 

Figure 24-1 is a composite of 256 traces showing the 

output of the sensing panel when the array is holding the pattern 

of Fig. 24-2 and is being cycled at a PRF of 4 kilocycles. The 

selection ratio is 2-to-l, with 1^ - 280 allliamperBS, Fig. 24-3 is 

tke voltage at the input in the phase inverter of the sensing ampli

fier. This shows the positive and negative going signals induced 

in the sensing winding after going through linear amplification. 

lotice the variance in the amplitude of the ONES and ZEROS. Fig. 24-1 

should be compared with Fig, 24-3, keeping in mind the sensing ampli

fier schematic, Fig. 11, Fig, 25 shows the output of a single type-B 

core containing a "zero" and a "one" (composite). The'notch on the 

ONE output shows the incidence in time of the sensing pulse applied 

to the gate tube (GT #2) of Fig. 16 or Fig, 23. It is caused by-

suppressor current loading down the output of the sensing panel. 
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1. Variations in Sensed Outputs 

The ONE outputs of the cores in the array were not 

identical in magnitude; neither were the ZERO outputs. The most 

significant reasons for these differences ares 

a. Variations in magnetic properties of the individual 

cores are inherent in manufacture and are limited only by selection 

based on single core pulse test characteristics. Fig. 26-1 shows 

tke ONE sensed output, while Fig. 26-2 shows the ZERO sensed output 

of typical types B, B-, and BC, since the rest of the array holds 

"ones". 

b. Changes in I cause variation, because the output 

voltage varies almost linearly with Lin the normal ranges of opera

tion. This is not troublesome if driving current magnitudes are 

constant. These variations, which are applied to all the sensed cores, 

affect current margins. A sequence of photographs showing these 

variations for a 2-to-l current-selection ratio for various values of 

I is shown in Fig. 27-1. Fig. 27-2 shows a similar set for 3-to-l 

current selection. 

c. Variations are sometimes caused by geometric irregulari

ties of the array. The array was designed to minimize the mutual in

ductance between the sensing winding and all of the driving windings. 

If those windings were perfectly symmetric, the mutual inductance 

would be zero. Actually, this was not possible, so that voltages 

induced by the cores are superposed with those due to mutual coupling 
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across the sensing winding. Another factor i s cenacitire coup

ling between the driring lines and the sensing winding, which 

cannot be completely eliminated no matter how the windings are 

placed. With a current driyer rise time of 0.2 microseconds, the 

Toltage induced in the sensing winding by the Z-read winding is 

about half the size and shape of a typical ZERO when the Z current 

is 150 mi1Hamperes. Under similar conditions, the Z-write 1 current 

would induce almost twice as much noise. Noise due to X and 7 read 

and write 1 currents was found to be about 10$6 of the size of that 

due to the Z-write 1 current. 

d. Variations may be due to the particular "zero" and 

"one" constellations stored in the memory. Hot always does a given 

core (haying fixed magnetic properties and geometrical position) 

produce the same size ZERO and ONE. The number and sequence of dis

turbances per raster depend upon the information pattern. The shape 

of a core's readout signals depends upon its history of disturbances 

from the time when the information was freshly written. More sig

nificant noise contributors are the non-selected readout-pulses of 

cores which may contain "zeros" (NS-) or "ones" (NS-). These cores 

hare their X or I line common with the selected core and are 

disturbed during reading or writing 1. The sensing winding is wound 

to cause all of these pulses to cancel, except for 2. This would be 

so if all cores yielded the same size non-selected pulses. They do 

not, howerer, and in addition, a giren core will produce a larger 

non-selected pulse if it contains a "one" than if it contains a "zero". 
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The non-selected pulses have about the same shape and size as 

ZEROS. This is fortunate, because they deeav "-ay to 10JK of peak 

before the sensing time occurs. Stored patterns were desiimed to 

emphasize the effects of differences in non-selected outputs upon 

sensed waveforms, and it was found that these differences seriously 

impair ONE-ZERO discrimination in a 256-bit memory with 3-to-l se

lection (Z used for driving), and make operation almost marginal 

with 2-to-l selection. The effect clearly places a limitation on 

the number of cores that may be sensed with the type of sensing 

winding used. Even when the induced noise is over before the sens

ing time, the transient has an effect upon an a-c-coupled sensing 

amplifier which may be troublesome in large arrays. 

Fig, 29 shows ZEROS and ONES of a type-B core, the selected 

core where the three display scope patterns of Fig. 28 were stored to 

give either no noise or the maximum possible values of noise of both 

senses. The difference between the largest ONE and the ONE without 

noise (shown in Fig. 29-1) is approximately the same as that between 

the ONE without noise and the smallest ONE. This difference is 

equal to 14 times the difference between the non-selected output of a 

core containing a "one" (NS^ and a "zero" ( N S Q ) . Fig. 29-2 exhibits 

the same differences with the selected core containing a "zero" 

instead of a "one" as in Fig. 29-1. Fig. 30-1 shows the ONE output 

of the sensing amplifier while the patterns of Fig. 28 were stored 

with a 2-microsecond rise time instead of a •&—microsecond rise time. 
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Fig. 30-2 is a composite of the OWES and ZEROS at 

the output of the sensing amplifier for the three patterns of 

Fig. 29. Increasing the rise time seems to hare Tittle effect 

upon the noise produced by the non-selected corese 

2, Standard Output 

Since the shape of the output pulse of the sensing 

amplifier affects operating margins, it was necessary to establish 

standards so that the experimental data would be reproduoible. 

It was decided that the gain of the sensing amplifier be set to 

gire an output of 30 rolts abore bias for the smallest ONE (found 

by reading all "ones" into array) at the time of sensing. The 

output bias was set at -30 roltsf and the l/lO-microsecond pulse 

applied to the control grid of GT2 of Fig. 23 was 30 rolts high. 

3. Optimum Sensing Time 

A time always occurs when the ratio of the amplitude 

of the smallest ONE output of the sensing amplifier to the larg-

2*56 
est ZERO is maximum. This time is different for each of the 2 

i 

possible patterns of stored information. Fortunately, it turns 

out that there exists a region of time about this point orer 

which the ZERO-to-ONE ratio is almost constant. This region is 

usually one microsecond wide for a 70% deriation from maximum. For 

a giren selection ratio (2-to-l or 3-to-l), and for giren current 

lerels, it was possible to find by inspection of sensing panel 

wareforms some optimum sensing point that would be within this re

gion for all the patterns stored. A plot of this optimum point in 

time for 2-to-l current selection ratio is shown in /l*. 31. 
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"i 

C. SPEED OF OPERATION 

The read-rewrite time, the smallest allowable tine 

interval between the asking for a bit of information and the 

asking for a subsequent bit of information, is determined mainly 

by the time necessary to switch a core and to a small extent, 

by the delays inherent in address flip-flop and crystal matrix 

set up tine and by delays in the current drivers (including rise 

times)o Readout time, or the time after the asking when the 

desired information is available, is the optimum sensing time, a 

function of the mode of operation, and the transient response of 

the sensing amplifier. 

Switching time of a core may be measured by observing 

the sensed waveforms. The core may be considered switched when 

its output voltage is zero. In order to switch a core completely, 

the driving current gate must be equal to or greater in length 

than the time required for switching voltage to go to zero. If 

the current gate is shortened from this critical time, the sensed 

waveform changes; if lengthened, no change is experienced. The 

sensing panel, an a-c-coupled amplifier, does not permit a simple 

way of measuring switching time because of overshoot, but it 

does allow detection of change. The actual point of zero output 

of the seniing panel may not correspond to the end of switching. 

Switching times were measured by observing the durations of the 

read and write 1 current gates while monitoring the sensing 

amplifier waveforms. 
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When a core in the memory is to be set in either 

state, the information should always be reau la by full-length 

write-0 or write-1 gates. The memory may bo greatly sjNKtdad up, 

however, by squeezing in the current gate durations during a reac!-

rewrite cyclec 

The reading, or writing-0 operation, needs only to be 

carried on until the time of incidence of the sensing pulse. If 

the core was in the "zero" state, the reading, whether done by a 

long or short current, will still indicate the "zero11 state. If the 

core was in the "one" state, it will soon be reset to that state, and 

the time required for this is less than if long gates were used in 

the reading operation. The procedure for adjusting the memory for the 

highest speed at giren values of driving currents is the following: 

Set the sense pulse at the optimum sensing time. Reduce the read cur

rent gate width until the sensing amplifier output waveforms begin to 

be distorted at the optimum sensing time by the noise induced in the 

sensing winding when the read currents are shut off. The shortest 

allowable read current gate is usually 1 microsecond longer than the 

optimum sensing time. Now shorten the write-1 current gate until the 

amplitudes of the ONES at the sampling point are reduced to 90% of 

their peak values. Fig. 32 shows the minimum allowable read and 

writer 1 times as functions of •£- I for a 2-to-l current-selection 
• m 

ratio. That the array was able to cycle random moving patterns is 

what is implied by "allowable". These times or current pate widths 

were measured as the intervals between those points at whi^h the driv

ing currents have risen and fallen to half their steady state values,, 
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In orcbr to estimate the minimum time required for a 

read-rewrite cycle with a given selection ratio, rise time of 

drivers, and I , the following calculations should be madet 

mln. read-rewrite time • min. read time + min. write 1 

time • driver rise time • address flip-flop setup time. 

There will be no delay between read and write 1. Since 

&d:?~ess setup requires •£ microsecond, and if the driver rise and 

fall t^mes are •£ micro second 

min. read-rewrite time • min. read time • min. write 1 time 

• 1 microsecond. 

Using shortened gates, the array was run at a PRF of 50 

kilocycles with a 2-to-l current-selection ratio. 

D. MARGINS AND RELIABILITY 

1. Current Margins 

It is important to have the driving currents regulated 

in order to have reliable operation. If the driving currents are 

made larger or smaller than when originally adjusted, the optimum 

sensing time of the first situation may not be the same as that 

after subsequent changes. If the driving currents are made too 

large, the information in the non-selected cores may be destroyed 

by disturbances. Also, noise due to non-selected cores may be 

great enough to cause ZEROS to be mistaken for ONES. On the other 

hand, if the driving current magnitudes are made too small, the 

driving current gates may not be wide enough to allow complete 

switching of cores, and this may entail loss of information. Also, 

some of the ONES may be too small to actuate the sensing gate tube. 

(OT #2, Fig. 23). 
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Some quantitatire data were recorded concerning the 

amount that these currents may deviate about a set value when 

the memory18 adjustments were optimized for that Talue. This 

was done with a driver rise time of •$• microsecond for various 

Talmes of I with 25-microsecond read and write 1 current gates, 

2-to-l selection, and the sensing pulse occuring at the optimum 

sensing time for the given value of I . These data, taken by 

cycling random moving patterns at a PRF of L kilocycles, are shown 

in Fig. 33. 

2. Reliability 

The system has worked successfully for six months, logging 

several hundred hours of memory operation with a 2-to-l current se

lection ratio. During this time, errors were found to have occurred 

only when the power supplies were hit by heavy transients or when 

the system was out of adjustment. In no case was it clear that the 

array of cores was responsible for an error. Moveover, no deteriora

tion of the magnetic properties has, as yet, been detected. 

Use of the delay-line flip-flop gate generators (system 

B of Fig. 24.) improves stability when the memory is run at high speed 

with 3-to-l selection. Sensitivity to line transients is greatly re

duced , in that operation of the array with an 8-microsecond read-

rewrite time is possible whereas with gate and delay gate generators 

(system A of Fig. 23), this would not be so. It was found, however, 

that certain types of patterns, those resembling checkerboards, comld 

not be reliably stored with 3-to-l current selection using the system 
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of Fig. 33. The difficulty has been traced to non-selected noise 

produced by all cores linked by the "Z" axis winding except the se

lected core as discussed above. This noise may force a limitation 

upon the use of the nZ" winding" during a reading operation. 

B. CONCLUSIONS 

Evidence for the soundness of the concept and suggestions 

made in R-187 with respect to three-dimensional magnetic-core arrays 

has been gathered during months of testing on the 16 x 16 metallic 

memory. The results are encouraging for so early a stage of develop

ment of a new idea. 

Two specific major problems which afflict the present array 

are the large variation in characteristics from core to core, and the 

uncancelled non-selecting output noise. Core variations can only 

be reduced by a high degree of quality control in manufacture and a 

i 

rigorous preselection program. Uncancelled NS noise may be mitigated 

by improved core characteristics, by the use of multiple sensing 

windings and circuits, and by non-simultaneous application of the 

coordinate driving currents. 

These problems will be studied on this array and others. 

Memory reliability is the first and main goal, and it is hoped that 

the information "put on the record" by this report will be of some 

small help. 
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